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Abstract— Deep learning and Computer vision have been a 

very powerful technology in the field of Artficial 

Intelligence and Image Processing. Deep learning 

algorithms are very powerful in computing various data in 

the field of analytics to recognize various data like speech, 

audio, video, image, text and other data. In the proposed 

project the detection of object in live video streaming using 

computer vision and deep learning is employed to dectect 

object with better accuracy. The Single Shot multi box 

Detection algorithm provides platform to extend the scope 

of the project. The processed data has wide scope and 

application in field of data analytics and science. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of object detection is being used in various 

image processing application. In the field of computer 

vision, object detection has a great number of applications 

with regards to surveillance, monitoring, anomaly detection 

and various other purposes. It has been a challenge to detect 

an object in moving pictures or videography. But deep-

learning techniques and computer vision made it possible to 

detect an object in a real-time video to obtain statistical data 

for various analytical purposes. The proposed project is used 

to detect an object in a live video stream using computer 

vision and deep-learning. 

II. OPENCV 

OpenCv is an open-source computer vision software that 

provides various facilities for image processing and 

computer vision problems. The data presented for the 

learning methods in OpenCV have always to be in a matrix 

form[2]. Computer Vision reconstructs the scene in presence 

of structural properties from the scene. The computer vision 

overlaps significantly with following fields.                 

 Image Processing 

 Pattern Recognition 

 Photogrammetry  

CV uses these fields to detect the objects from live 

video relay and then processes it with a deep learning 

module. The deep learning module involves DNN( Deep 

Neural Networks) which is used to detect various objects in 

real-time video streaming.  The proposed work involves 

various libraries in OpenCV Python to do various functions 

to detect an object in live video relay. The main goal of 

OpenCV is real-time image processing. It contains a mix of 

low-level image-processing functions and high-level 

algorithms such as face detection, pedestrian detection, 

feature matching, and tracking[9].   Various libraries like 

imutils, numpy and cv2 are used to detect an object in the 

live video stream.  

III. DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that is used to 

develop AI with unsupervised data for various purposes like 

Image Recognition, object detection, voice recognition etc. 

The deep learning algorithm consists of a number of layers 

in which the input data is processed to learn data 

representation to solve the problem. Deep learning discovers 

intricate structure in large datasets by using the back 

propagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should 

change its internal parameters that are used to compute the 

representation in each layer from the representation in the 

previous layer[1]There are various concepts like 

convolution neural networks, recurrent neural networks, 

deep neural networks etc. Here the implementation of DNN 

is used for object detection in live video streaming. 

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) is a neural network 

that contains various hidden layers which are used to per-

process the input data set to learn the given data. It is a 

subset of machine learning, utilizes a hierarchical level of 

artificial neural networks to carry out the process of machine 

learning. This is similar to convolution neural networks 

which use convolution and pooling layers but DNN uses 

multiple hidden layers of abstraction to identify the data set. 

Visualizing data-flow graphs can be generalized as drawing 

directed graphs. A common way to draw directed graph is 

the flow layout, which uses one axis to convey overall 

direction[11].  It is hard to train a DNN algorithm because 

its complex algorithm to learn the data. ‘Techniques that 

enable efficient processing of Deep neural network to 

improve energy-efficiency and throughput without 

sacrificing accuracy with cost-effective hardware are critical 

to expanding the deployment of DNNs in both existing and 

new domains’[10]. The algorithm used hidden layers to 

learn the edges, shapes, patterns etc to recognize the input 

data set. The networks could use the intermediate layers to 

build up multiple layers of abstraction, just as we do in 

Boolean circuits. 

 
Fig. 1:  Deep Neural Networks Layers 
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The deep learning calculations are done using 

mobilenets. Mobilenets are neural networks that are 

implemented in mobile devices. The most common way of 

calculating the deep learning algorithm is by means of cloud 

computation. But mobilenets here are used to calculate the 

calculations in mobile devices or it acts as offline algorithms 

for calculating the data.  

 The input data set as a video stream is divided into 

frames and then object detection is done on each frame for 

every FPS using DNN. The object is identified based on 

various parameters which are posed as layers in data 

abstraction in the neural network. Once the objects are 

identified, it is labeled and displayed in the output. 

IV. SINGLE SHOT DETECTION ALGORITHM 

The Single Shot Detection ( SSD ) system is a step forward 

in the object detection process. It is the advancement in the 

field of object detection. They contain a standard 

architecture known as the base network ad an auxiliary 

structure is added to the network. These auxiliary structures 

help is producing multi-scale feature maps and Convolution 

prediction for detection. In multi-scale convolutional 

featured layers are added to the end of the truncated base 

network, whereas using a set o convolutional filters the 

featured layers can produce a fixed layer of detection. The 

output of the bounding box offset is measured to a relative 

default box, whose position to each other is a map location. 

Single-shot detector for multiple categories that is faster 

than the previous state-of-the-art for single shot detectors, 

and significantly more accurate in fact as accurate as slower 

techniques that perform explicit region proposals and 

pooling[12]. 

V. OBJECT DETECTION IN VIDEO 

Object detection is a concept in image processing and 

computer vision which has a lot of real-time applications. A 

typical object detection using image processing is done by 

pre-processing an image by segmenting the object via their 

edges and various other parameters. Object detection can be 

done with various other algorithms like Viola-Jones object 

detection, feature-based object detection, image-

segmentation and blob analysis. But object detection with 

deep-learning is more efficient than other types of detection. 

The more data is used to train the algorithm, the more 

accurate the results will be. This is because the deep 

learning algorithm learns features directly from the data. 

This is one of the advantages of machine learning. Here in 

DNN, there are few hidden layers which are used to process 

the features from the input data to recognize the object and 

provide the output data. In order to complete the detection 

process, we need to estimate a set of bounding boxes for 

each image[5]. Most of the features are the edges of the 

objects in the image which will be the first layer of deep 

learning. This is used as the raw data to detect an object 

from the given input data. Then the second layer would be a 

bit more complex than the first layer. This would be used to 

detect complex shapes like triangle, square, rectangle etc in 

the image. Then the third layer would be very complex, the 

layer processes the pixels of the image to detect the object. 

Then after processing the data in all the layers, the output 

data is given out. This output data has the label of the object 

that is detected. Require extensively long periods of training 

time to effectively optimize the millions of parameters that 

parametrize the model. This difficulty is further 

compounded when extending the connectivity of the 

architecture in time because the network must process not 

just one image but several frames of video at a time[8]. To 

learn about thousands of objects from millions of images, 

we need a model with a large learning capacity. However, 

the immense complexity of the object recognition task 

means that this problem cannot be specified even by a 

dataset as large as ImageNet[4]. Convolutional networks 

(ConvNets) in the large-scale image and video recognition 

which has become possible due to the large public image 

repositories, such as ImageNet, and high-performance 

computing systems, such as GPUs or large-scale distributed 

clusters[7].  

Object detection in the video has been a trending 

technology in recent times. The detection algorithm has four 

steps: background estimation, extraction of moving objects, 

motion feature extraction, and fall detection. The detection 

is based on features that quantify dynamics of human 

motion and body orientation[6]. This is due to its application 

in the field of surveillance and monitoring. Unlike images, 

the object detection in a video is a complex task. The object 

detection in the image focuses on static object whereas the 

object in a video is dynamic since the moving pictures move 

at the rate of frames per second where one frame is a single 

image. The object detection in video relay is done by 

classifying the videos as frames and detecting an object at 

frames per second. The object detection in the video is 

employed by deep-learning based object detection for swift 

and accurate results. 

 
Fig. 2: Data Flow Diagram 

The detected data accuracy is measured by 

confidence level of the algorithm. The confidence level is 

the minimum probability threshold to detect the object in the 

given data input. Any object that is below this threshold 

value is filtered out by the algorithm. This will increase the 

accuracy of the deep learning module to detect the object in 

the video. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

S.no Object Class Object Confidence 

1 Motorcycle Bike 71.98% 
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2 Chair Chair 99.46% 

3 TVMonitor Laptop, Mobile, TV 97.22% 

4 Person Person 63.90% 

5 Dining Table Table 88.99% 

6 Sofa Sofa 99.79% 

Table 1: Object Confidence Level Table 

 
Fig. 3: Multiple Chairs (SSD) 

 
Fig. 4: Persons (SSD) 

 
Fig: 5. Table 

 
Fig. 6: MotorCycle 

 
Fig. 7: Laptop, Chair, Phone (SSD)  

 
Fig. 8: Sofa (SSD) 

 
Fig. 9: Chairs, Person, Monitor 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Object detection in the live video has many real-time 

applications starting from surveillance in military, 

commercial data abstraction, medical surveillance etc. The 

wide scope of the technology combined with the 

computational characteristics of deep-learning gives large 

scope for the project. They support many Artificial 

Intelligence in recent times which is an upcoming era in 

computational sciences. The input data set can be obtained 

from various sources and can be used to detect the desired 

object. The precision of the detection can be enhanced with 

a better training set of the neural network that is used for the 

detection of the object.The usage of open-source software 

for the development of applications has been a great 

contribution to the open-source society. The proposed 

project can be embedded with any IoT devices to obtain data 

set for research purposes and to improve the AI by 

contributing it to the open-source society. 
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